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Abstract- With the rapid growth in data volume, the I/O
bottleneck has become an increasingly daunting challenge for
big data analytics in the Cloud. Recent studies have shown
that high data redundancy exists in primary storage systems in
the Cloud. Bo Mao has proposed a performance-oriented data
deduplication (POD) technique to avoid the data redundancy
and duplication of files. The POD technique is also used to
improve the performance of the primary storage systems.
Here, deduplication causes the read amplification problem that
directly degrades the read performance and indirectly affects
the write performance. This also increases the power
consumption because more I/O requests and more disks are
involved in completing a read request. For better utility, we
added compression technique to reduce the space capacity in
primary storage systems by storing the huge data file as a zip
file. From these compressed files, we store the users write
request reference IDs. It is designed to keep the write traffic,
to avoid the read amplification problem induced by
reduplication, thus significantly improves both the read and
write operations.
Keywords- Cloud Computing, I/O Deduplication, Primary
storage, Data redundancy, Storage capacity.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Deduplicated garage is an active place of studies within each
educational and agency as it gives the potential to lessen
storage costs by using getting rid of redundant records; There
are several assets of data redundancy such as commonplace
backups, code bases copied by using engineers, VMs that are
mild modifications of an in-depth template, and so on. Venti
emerge as one of the first studies structures to find redundant
statistics internal a garage system using hashes of chunks of
the substance, known as fingerprints, which opened up the
opportunity of dramatically decreasing storage capacity
requirements and, consequently, prices. To meet presentation
necessities and reduce resources together with memory and
I/O, DDFS and several extraordinary deduplicated structures
leveraged information locality and other strategies to create
commercially to be had merchandise. From a presentation
angle, the existing statistics deduplication schemes fail to keep
in mind this workload specialty in primary garage structures,
missing the possibility to deal with one of the most vital
troubles in a primary garage, that of the general presentation.

POD takes a -pronged method to improving the general
presentation of number one storage structures and minimizing
basic presentation overhead of deduplication, specially, a pronged technique to improving the general presentation of
primary storage structures and minimizing vital presentation
overhead of deduplication, specially, a request primarily based
completely selective deduplication approach, known as Select
Dedupe, to relieve the facts fragmentation and an adaptive
memory control scheme, referred to as iCache, to simplicity
the memory opposition a few of the bursty observe online
internet site web page visitors as well as the bursty write net
site online visitors. All the more particularly, Select-Dedupe
takes the workload characteristics of little I/O-ask for mastery
into the design issues. It deduplicates all the compose
demands if their compose records are as of now put away
consecutively on circles, for example, the little compose
demands that would in some other case be avoided from
through the ability orientated deduplication plans. For various
compose demands, Select-Dedupe does now not deduplicate
their repetitive compose data to keep up the general
implementation of the consequent examination demands to
that data. ICache powerfully modifies the reserve zone parcel
between the record reserve and the inspector store in
accordance with the workload attributes, and swaps these
measurements among memory and back-stop stockpiling
gadgets as a result. During the study-vast bursty periods, at the
opposite hand, the study cache length is enlarged to cache
warmer examine information to enhance the read presentation.
Thus, the memory presentation is maximized. To observe the
net effect of the POD scheme, in our trace-driven assessment
we use the block degree strains that have been gathered below
the memory buffer cache Hence the cached/buffering effect of
the storage stock is already really extracted by lines. In various
words, all small i / o requests in our estimation will be issued
from the buffer cache to block gadgets after the previous
document is processed the document machine-issued requests.
The great trace-driven experiments accomplished on our
lightweight prototype implementation of POD show that POD
drastically outperforms iDedup inside the I/O universal
presentation measure of number one storage systems without
sacrificing the space financial savings of the latter.
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II.
RELATED WORK
In this system, we briefly describe the published research
papers
most
relevant
to
performance
oriented
datadedupliaction approach from the viewpoints of data
deduplication in primary storage systems and write
optimizations respectively In past work, [1] X. Zhang, Z. Huo,
J. Mama, and D. Meng have abused the component of the
virtual machine picture and presented a key change in
deduplication innovation going for lessening the asset
overhead in virtual machine picture deduplication approach. In
this work, we return to different basic situations of VM
picture, utilize grouping as the key innovation to
neighborhood duplication, and underscore timing guarantors
specifically. Trial comes about demonstrated that it will
quicken the reinforcement procedure with a little
augmentation of plate space utilization. Moreover, VM
deduplication reinforcement in cloud condition is mind
boggling. In this work, they center on the method of
"coordinated", which speaks to reinforcement stockpiling
serves for one runtime stockpiling. Notwithstanding, this
mode rearranges the issue unpredictability. By and by, a
reinforcement stockpiling server regularly serves different
runtime stockpiling, which is symbolized in "numerous to
one" mode. That will cause the genuine simultaneousness
strife and far reaching reinforcement system determination.
In [3] S. Jones composed ChunkStash to be utilized as a high
throughput industrious key-esteem stockpiling layer for lump
metadata for inline capacity deduplication frameworks. To this
end, he joined glimmer mindful information structures and
calculations into ChunkStash to get the most extreme
execution advantage from utilizing SSDs. He utilized
endeavor reinforcement datasets to drive and assess the outline
of ChunkStash. His assessments on the metric of
reinforcement throughput (MB/sec) demonstrate that
ChunkStash outflanks.
In [2] J. Schindler, S. Shete, and K. A. Smith talked about the
effect of different consecutive I/O streams on circle execution.
They analyzed the impact or related I/O subsystem parameters
through plate recreation and find that albeit certain parameters
can fundamentally enhance circle throughput, they are not
under OS or application control in item subsystems. Next, they
propose an answer at the host level that successfully combine
consecutive demand examples to substantial plate gets to and
plans them properly to amplify circle usage. Their approach
distinguishes the structures that are required for this reason,
parameterizes each structure, and takes into account setting the
parameters freely.
In [4] E. Rozier and W. Sanders introduced a structure for
effective arrangement of unwavering quality models of
substantial scale stockpiling frameworks using deduplication.
Their structure produces models from segment based formats,
includes deduplication connections got from observational
information, and recognizes reliance connections in the
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created display. These reliance connections are utilized to
enhance the productivity of model arrangement while leaving
the reward measures unaffected. They exhibited their
technique by unraveling a vast scale stockpiling framework
and accomplish critical speed-ups of about 20x when
contrasted with unmodified discrete-occasion recreation.
In [5] Y. Hua and X. Liu have displayed a novel booking
discipline called Resilient Quantum Round-Robin (RQRR),
which is reasonable, effective and bolsters variable-length
parcel planning. They have demonstrated that the usage
unpredictability of RQRR is O (1), and along these lines, can
be effortlessly actualized in rapid systems with huge quantities
of streams. The relative decency measure of RQRR is
autonomous of the timeframe interim and has an upper bound
of 7Max-1, where Max is the biggest size of the parcels. In
contrast with DRR of comparable productivity, RQRR has
better here and now scale reasonableness, planning inertness
and defer jitter properties. Then again, RQRR does not have
any desire to know the length of a parcel before booking it
since it gets hold of the length data from the effectively sent
bundles.
III.
FRAME WORK
To deal with the crucial overall presentation trouble of main
storage within the Cloud, and the above deduplicationprecipitated problems, we advise a Presentation-Oriented
statistics Deduplication scheme, known as POD, rather than a
capability-orientated one (e.g., iDedup), to beautify the I/O
presentation of foremost garage structures within the Cloud
with the aid of considering the workload traits.

Fig.1: Overview of POD Scheme
More, particularly, Select-Dedupe takes the workload
inclinations of small-I/O-request domination into the format
troubles. It de-duplicates all of the write requests if their write
records are already saved sequentially on disks, which
includes the small write requests that might otherwise be
bypassed
from
through
the
functionality-oriented
deduplication schemes. For extraordinary write requests,
Select-Dedupe does no longer deduplicate their redundant
write information to preserve the presentation of the following
study requests to that statistic. ICache dynamically adjusts the
cache vicinity partition a number of the index cache and the
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test cache regular with the workload inclinations and swaps
the handiest's statistics among memory and again-stop storage
devices for that reason. All through the write-intensive bursts
interval, iCache enlarge the index cache size and shrink the
study cache distance end to locate a whole lot extra
unnecessary write requirements, as an effect enhancing the
write presentation. During the examine-intensive bursty
periods, but, the examine cache size is enlarged to cache
greater heat look at data to enhance the examiner presentation.
Thus, the memory overall performance is maximized. The
prototype of the POD scheme is completed as an embedded
module on the block-device diploma and a subfile
deduplication technique is used.
A. Select-Dedupe:
The request-primarily based completely Select-Dedupe works
at the proper course to correctly lessen the writing website
online traffic if the write requests are redundant, and update
the Map table accordantly. In Select-Dedupe, write requests
with redundant records are categorized into 3 classes, (for
example, three in our current format), and (III) the partially
redundant write requests of which the huge form of redundant
statistics chunks regularly with request exceeds the edge.
Select-Dedupe reduplicates the write requests belonging to
elegance and category, and forget about any write requests
belonging to the category. For the write requests in class,
deduplicating the redundant information chunks most
effectively reduces the dimensions of the write records, which
handiest barely improves the write presentation because of the
truth the write requests need to nonetheless be completed on
disks.
B. ICache:
The format of iCache is based on the reason that the I/O
workload of number one storage changes regularly with
combined examine and write burstiness. As discovered from
the preliminary consequences, we need to dynamically alter
the storage-cache space partition among the index caches and
have a look at cache adapting to the traits of individual
accesses to gain the exquisite standard presentation. To
maximize the presentation of the storage cache in
deduplication-based totally primary storage systems, the type
of statistics that provides the most important presentation
advantage ought to be stored in storage cache. Figure nine
shows the structure of iCache. The DRAM size inside the
garage controller is steady at the same time because the index
cache duration and the examiner cache length may be
dynamically resized. The most length of an actual cache and
its ghost cache is about to be equal to the full length of the
DRAM within the storage controller. Cache keeps the ghost
index and ghost observe caches that keep only metadata whose
real facts are stored on the lower back-stop storage devices.
The price-gain values are generated by using study and write
hits in the real caches and the ghost caches. For a predefined
interval, iCache calculates the price-gain values of the ghost
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caches and adjusts the allocation ratio among the actual index
cache and read cache. Summarizes the parameters which are
used to analyze the cost-gain values and adjust the cache area
length in iCache. Algorithm 1 indicates the pseudo-code of the
dynamic cache allocation scheme in iCache.
Parameters for Analyzing the Cost-Beneﬁt Values
andAdjusting the Cache Space Partition in iCache
Notation Description
Nreq Request number of the access sequence
Nint Interval to adjust the cache allocation size
Hgi Hit counts in the ghost index and index cache
Hgr Hit counts in the ghost read and read cache
Sci Current size of the index cache size
Scr Current size of the read cache size
Algorithm 1. Dynamical cache allocation
if (Nreq mod Nint) == 0 then
Cgi =Hgi/Sci; Cgr =Hgr/Scr;
if (Cgi > Cgr) then
Sturn =Sunit * (Cgi/Cgr);
Si_max =Sci +Sturn;
Sr_max =Scr -Sturn;
if (Sr_max < Scr) then
Inc_index_cache(Sturn);
end
end
else
Sturn =Sunit * (Cgr/Cgi);
Sr_max =Scr +Sturn;
Si_max =Sci -Sturn;
if (Si_max < Sci) then
Inc_read_cache (Sturn);
end
end
Hgi = 0; Hgr = 0;
Update (Sci, Scr);
end
We calculate the cost-beneﬁt value of increasing the index
cache space (Cgi) by means of dividing the hit counts of the
index cache and ghost index (Hgi) by the current size of the
index cache (Sci). The calculation of the cost-beneﬁt value of
increasing the read cache space uses the same method. At
every interval (Nint), I Cache adjusts the cache space partition
between the index cache and read cache. The index cache
occupies a larger part in the DRAM and some read data (i.e.,
the ghost part) is swapped out to the back-end storage device.
However, if the cost-beneﬁt value of increasing the read cache
(Cgi) is larger than that of increasing the index cache (Cgr), I
Cache increases the read cache size by swapping in the ghost
part of the read data and swapping out the ghost part of the
index cache.
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The Map_Table could be stored in an NVRAM which will
incur the NVRAM space overhead. To prevent data loss in
case of a power failure, POD uses non-volatile memory to
store the Map_table. The amount of non-volatile memory
required by the Map_table is proportional to the number of
reduced write requests. In POD, each entry in the Map_Table
consumes 16 bytes. Assuming a worst case scenario of a
workload of 1,000,000 I/O requests with a 50 percent
deduplication ratio on average, the NVRAM space overhead
will be 1,000,000 * 50% * 16 bytes = 8 MB. Moreover, the
I/O requests with the same content and locations only
consume one entry in the Map_Table, which will further
reduce the memory overhead in real applications.
The Map_Table is in generally small and thus will not incur
signiﬁcant hardware overhead. To reduce the memory space
consumed by the Map_Table, data compression technique can
be used to compress the mapping information for the data
blocks. Moreover, since the performance of a battery-backed
RAM, in fact standard form of NVRAM for storage
controllers, is roughly the same as that of the main memory,
the write penalty due to the Map_Table updates can be
negligible.
POD removes slightly more write requests than Select-Dedupe
because POD enlarges the index cache size and shrinks the
read cache size during write intensive periods, thus detecting
more redundant write requests to deduplicate. It is arguable
that with a larger data set the iCache will be much more
effective. This is because for a larger data set, the memory
space required to store the index cache and read cache will be
larger, thus making cache allocation all the more important
and sensitive to performance requests.
The two functional components in iCache, the Access Monitor
and the Swap Module, work together to accomplish the iCache
functions. The Access Monitor in iCache determines which
cache, index cache or read cache, should be increased in size
according to the current access pattern. The access pattern is
measured by counting the numbers of the read and write
requests that hit the corresponding caches (Hgi and Hgr).
When the storage-cache space is repartitioned, the Swap
Module in iCache will swap in/out the particular data from/to
the memory and the back-end storage device. The swapped
out index data and read data are stored on a reserved space on
the back-end storage device.
IV.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To improve performance and space capacity of storage
system, we added compression technique which will further
improve storage system performance by compressing and
storing the file. For small files compression technique doesn’t
work properly, but for the big files like PDF, MSWORD and
any big audio or video or text the files will be stored in the
storage system.
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Run the ‘run.bat’ file from Cloud folder. This file will run at
cloud server side and whenever any file arrive for storage then
this application will compress that file before storage. By
clicking on ‘Compression Graph’ button we can compare size
of normal and compress storage. Now run user application
from User side and go for register and login. Click on ‘Upload
File’ button to upload any big file. uploading one PDF file
after successful upload you will get a message which the file is
divided in chunks Now at cloud server side we can click on
‘Compression Graph’ to see comparison graph between
normal and compress storage files

Compression Graph
File Size (Bytes)
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In above graph we can see small amount of space is saving by
compression. For all files much space can be save. We can see
difference by seeing folder also inside ‘Dummy Cloud/aaa’
folder

In above screen at normal folder we can see 484 kb storage
size. In above screen for compression storage is 478 kb
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V.
CONCLUSION
Performance oriented data deduplication is used to improve
the performance and capacity in primary storage systems by
avoiding the data redundancy and duplicating the file with
traffic. For better utility we further added compression
technique to avoid the read amplification problem.
First, we are able to include iCache into other deduplication
schemes, inclusive of iDedup, to investigate how tons gain
iCache can bring to saving more storage ability and improving
read performance. Second, we are able to construct a power
size module to evaluate the power presentation of POD. By
decreasing write traffic and saving storage space, POD has the
capacity to store the strength that disks to read. We added
compression technique which will further improve storage
system performance by compressing and storing the file. For
small files compression technique will not work properly, it
will work only for big files like PDF , MSWORD and any big
audio or video or text file storage .POD is an ongoing research
task and we'recurrently exploring numerous directions for the
future research.
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